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Introduction. In 1939 A. Beurling [l](*) proved that if the series

Ew(°n2+&n2) converges then the points of divergence of the Fourier series

Oo/2+Er^n cos «x+&n sin «x form a set of logarithmic capacity zero. In the

same paper, he stated the following result, the proof of which was due to

appear, but to our knowledge has not appeared, in the Arkiv for Matematik:

if 0<a^l and if the series Ew<I~'(an2+&n2) converges for every e>0, the

above Fourier series is summable by Abel's method except in a set whose

(3-capacity is zero for every ß > 1 — a.

The present paper has its origin in the desire of the authors to find a more

direct and simpler proof of Beurling's results and to extend them. In the

course of the work, however, some other theorems of independent interest

have been established, and are presented here.

The paper is divided into four parts. In the first we give in terms of

Fourier series a necessary and sufficient condition for a linear set E to be of

positive «-capacity.

The second is devoted to the proof of the following theorem which in-

cludes the results of Beurling already quoted: If 0<a^l and if the series

Ew"(an2+&n2) converges, the set of points of divergence of the Fourier series

0o/2+Ei°an cos «x+ô„ sin «x is of (1 —a)-capacity zero if a^l and of loga-

rithmic capacity zero if a = 1.

In the third part we prove some theorems on equi-summability and equi-

convergence of certain series and certain integrals of the Dini type.

In the fourth part we apply the preceding results to some theorems con-

cerning the existence of certain integrals of the Dini type,

Ç' f(x + t)- f(x - t) Ç'fix + t) + f(x - t) - 2f(x) dt

0 < a < 1 ; t -* + 0,

and we apply them to some minor, and partly known, results on the capacity

of linear sets.

It will be convenient, in order to avoid unnecessary repetitions, to recall

here certain definitions and notations which will be used throughout the

paper.

We shall consider in the plane either logarithmic potentials of the form
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fdfx/p, or generalized potentials of the form fdp/p" (0<a<l). The distribu-

tion shall always be supposed to be spread on the circumference of the unit

circle \z\ =1, z = reix, and to be a non-negative additive function of sets, so

that the point function p(x) is a nondecreasing function for 0^x^2-n\ The

total distribution ß(2ir) — (i(0) will be supposed equal to 1, unless otherwise

stated. The sets considered will always be Borel sets.

We shall say that a distribution ¡i is "concentrated" on a set E if

fEdfj.=f0'd(i, in other words if the integral over the complementary set of

£ is zero.

As is well known (seeFrostman [2, p. 48], de la Vallée Poussin [3, p. 20]),

the set £ is said to be of positive logarithmic capacity if there exists a positive

distribution ß concentrated on £ such that the potential

r2r i
F = log  -r—--r dß(t)

Jo | e" — re'z\

is bounded uniformly in x as r—*1, In the same way, a set £ is said to be of

positive «-capacity (0<«<1) if there exists a positive distribution p concen-

trated on £ and such that the generalized potential

Jo     | eil — reix \"

is bounded uniformly in x as r—»1.

It is well known that there is a connection between positive «-capacity

and positive Hausdorff measure of order «. If a set is of positive «-capacity,

its Hausdorff measure of order « is positive; on the other hand, if a closed set

has a positive Hausdorff measure of order « its (a — e) capacity is positive

for e>0. (See Frostman [2, p. 86)], and the various references quoted there.)

It follows that if a set £ is of «-capacity zero, any closed subset of £ has a

Hausdorff dimension of order a+e equal to zero.

We shall consider continuous functions f(x) of period 2w (f(2ir) =/(0))

satisfying a Lipschitz condition and we say that f(x) belongs to Lip «

(0<«^1) if

\f(x+h)-f(x)\ =0(|A|«)

uniformly in x as *—»0. We shall say, following a notation already used (see

Zygmund [7]), that/belongs to lip a if \f(x+h) -f(x)\ =o(\h\ ").
Let ao/2+y^Â(an cos nx+bn sin mx) be the Fourier series of a continuous

function /(x) of bounded variation and of period 2ir. It is clear that such a

function can not be monotonie in (0, 2^) since/(0) =/(27t) ; but we shall say

that f(x) belongs to the monotonie type if the Fourier-Stieltjes series

oo

d(f + Cx) ~ C + 23 (no" cos nx — nan sin rax)
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is, for some C, the Fourier-Stieltjes series of a monotonie function ; in other

words if there exists a constant C such that/(x) + Cx is either never decreasing

or never increasing in (— «, + oo ).

Finally we shall have to quote various known results which can be found

in Zygmund [8]. Hereafter we shall refer to this book by the initials T.S.

1. A necessary and sufficient condition for a set E to be of positive

«-capacity.

Theorem I. The necessary and sufficient condition that a set E be of positive ca-

pacity with respect to the potential function l/ra(0<a<l)is that a positive distri-

bution fjt exist concentrated on E such that if the Fourier-Stieltjes series of dp(x) is

d/x~l/27r+Ei°an cos nx + bn sin «x the series Eî°(fln cos nx+bn sin wx)/»1_a is

the Fourier series of a bounded function. The theorem holds for a = 0,the potential

being in this case the logarithmic potential.

Proof. Suppose first that 0<«<1 and suppose that the «-capacity of E

is positive. Then there exists a positive distribution u,

1 M
d¡i ~-h E a» cos nx + bn sin «x,

2-ic        i

concentrated on E and such that the potential

'2* d/x(t)

Jo     \eit- re™ | "

is bounded uniformly in x, as r—-»1. Hence the integral

d»(t)

J o [1 - rei(*-«]a

is also uniformly bounded. If r<l, we have

[1 - re1'*-«]-" = 1 + — re<(*-'> + • • •

a(a+ 1) ■ • ■ (a + n - 1)

»!

Thus, considering only the real part of U, we see that the function
oo

E rn(a„ cos «X + bn sin «x)7„,
i

where
a(a + 1) • • • (a + n — 1)

7n =-
»!

is uniformly bounded as r—»1. Now it is well known that
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y

Hence the function

•-¿¿[i+oÖ!

E
an cos rax + b„ sin rax
-r"

is uniformly bounded as r—*í, which proves the necessity of our condition.

To prove that the condition is sufficient we observe first that if it is satis-

fied, then, by the preceding argument, the real part of U is bounded as

r—»1— 0 for a certain positive distribution ju concentrated on E.

Now, if r<l, we have for every argument <p

1 — re'+ = | 1 — re'* \ e",

the argument 6 of 1 — re'* being included between —7r/2 and +7r/2. Hence

£(1 — re'*)-" = | 1 — re'*]-" cos ad,

where cos ad is included between the two positive quantities cos ir«/2 and 1.

It follows immediately that the boundedness of the real part of U implies the

boundedness of V, which proves that the set is of positive «-capacity. Inciden-

tally we have proved that the boundedness of X((a« cos nx + bn sin nx)/nx~")rn

implies the boundednessof the conjugate series^((#nsmnx — bncos nx)/nx~a)rn,

since the boundedness of F involves the boundedness of the imaginary part

of U. This fact will be useful later.

The case « = 0 is much simpler, since for the logarithmic potential we have

the harmonic function

r2' 1 r2r 1 1
I      log -,-. dn(t) =  I      — log-dn(t)

Jo \eil- reix \ Jo     2     & 1 - 2r cos (x - t) + r2

/•2r /   "    cos ra(x - /)    \( £--Aay.it)
o    \   i             ra /

"    an cos rax + bn sin rax
= xX, -rn.

i ra

This completes the proof of the theorem.

Corollary. If the set E is of positive a-capacity (0 <«<1) it is possible to

find a positive distribution ¡i, concentrated on E, such that the function p(x) be-

longs to Lip a.

For, by the argument of the preceding theorem and considering also the

imaginary part of U, we see that both the series S =¿j? (a„ cos rax+bn sin nx)/nx~a

and its conjugate £ are Fourier series of bounded functions; hence, by a well
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known theorem (see T.S. p. 225), the fractional integral of order « of S+iT

belongs to Lip «. In particular, the function

™   an sin «x — ba cos »x

2—1
i «

representing \i(x) — x/27r+const. belongs to Lip «, which proves our corollary.

It will be shown later on that the existence of a positive distribution ju,

concentrated on E and such that \x(x) belongs to Lip «, is not sufficient for the

set E to be of positive a-capacity.

2. Theorems on the convergence of Fourier series.

Theorem II. Let Go/2+Ei°(ön cos nx+bn sin «x) be a Fourier series (S)

such that ^2rna(ani+bn2)< °°, 0<«<1. Then the set E of the points of di-

vergence of S is of (l—a)-capacity zero. The theorem holds for «==1, it being

understood that in this case the logarithmic capacity of E is zero.

The proof will be based on the following lemma.

Lemma. Let H(x) =E™ cos kx/kß, 0<j8<1, and Hn(x) =Eî cos kx/kß.
Then |ü„(x)| <AH(x)+B, A and B being positive constants depending on ß

only. (If x = 0, the second member of the inequality is to be interpreted as + w.)

Suppose, as we may, that 0<x=w. We observe first tha* if «5=l/x, we

have

I tfn(x) |   =   £   Jß   = Oit*-*)   = O(XP-I).

Supposing now that «> 1/x, we have

fl£f] cos kx        "    cos kx
Bn(x) =  E —7T- + E —77- « Si + Si,

i       ¥        n/x]    ¥

say. Now, as before, Si = 0(xß~1). On the other hand, if we apply Abel's

transformation,

»-'ri in i
Si=  £ h¿~  a.m \Tk(x)+-Tn(x),

[í/ijL^   (* + i)ßj np

where F*(x) =Efi/í] cos j»x = 0(1/x). Hence

|-s'i<",0(t)+Í°(-í)-0(^

and thus we see that for 0 = x = w

| Hn(x) | < Cx*-\

C depending on ß only. But it is well known that 1/2 +ü(x) is a positive func-
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tion, and that as x—»0 it is asymptotically equal to |x|3_1 sin (-7rß/2)Y(l —ß)

(see T.S. pp. 109 and 129). Hence for all x we may write |i£,(x)| <AH(x)

+£, A and B being positive constants depending on ß only, which proves

our lemma.

Now, to prove our theorem let us suppose first that 0<«<1, and let

us assume that £ is of positive (1 —«)-capacity. Then by Theorem I we can

find a positive distribution p, concentrated on E, such that, if dpr^l/2ir

+y^.r«n cos nx+ßn sin mx, the series£(an cos nx+ßn sin nx)/n" is the Fourier

series of a bounded function.

Let o)(n) be a positive monotonie function increasing infinitely with m and

such thatj^naù)(n)(an2+bn2) < ». Let ^n = an(û»(ra))1/2£„ = &n(w(ra))1/2. Then

in the set E the partial sums Sn(x) of the series £i\<4„ cos mx+£„ sin mx are

unbounded (for their boundedness at a point x would imply the convergence

of (S) at x). Thus, if m(x) denotes a positive integer and measurable function

of x, with m(x) ^m, the integral f0"Sn(x)(x)dp can be made to increase infinitely

in absolute value with n, for a suitable choice of m(x) for each n. (The argu-

ment is an adaptation of a well known idea due to Kolmogoroff-Seliverstoff

and Plessner; see T.S. p. 253. The difference is that here we use a Stieltjes

integral instead of the integral f0rS„(X)(x)dx.)

We shall show that ft'Snix)(x)dp is bounded, thus getting a contradiction

which will prove our theorem.

In fact, since£Ma(^4„2+£„2) < », the series ¿jf (A n cos mx+£„ sin nx)n"12

is the Fourier series of a function £££2. We have

1   f 2T F(t) cos k(t - x)
Ak cos kx + Bk sin kx = -— I      -dt.

k"'2

l   r*

IT  J 0

Hence, putting G„(x) =£? cos kx/k"12, we have

nix) J      /» 2»

■S'n(i)(x) = ^2 Ak cos kx + Bk sin kx = — I     F(t)Gn<.x)(t — x)dt.
i tr J o

Thus

/> 2t J      /» 2t /» 2t
J.(«)(*)d/*(*) = — I     f(0* I     G»(.)f> - *)<*/*(*).

o t J a Jo0 T  J 0

and so, by Schwarz's inequality,

2r /» 2t /» 2t      /» 2t

Now

£2(¿)áí \     dt]        I     G,(„(/ - *)£„(„)(/ - y)dnix)dn(y).
0 J 0 "  0 *  0

/G,(i)(< - x)Gniv)(t - y)¿¿ = TrHniXtV)(x — y),
0
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where Hn(x) =/"!? cos kx/ka and «(x, y)=min[«(x), «(y)].   Thus, putting

A =JtjF2(t)dt, we have

/» ix      /» 2t

I      I BMx,v)(x - y) | dnix)dn(y)
0        •'0

< A f      f '{\ Hn(x)(x - y) | + | HnM(x - y) | }dn(x)dßiy)

/i tr    /% ir

I      I Hn(v)(x - y) | dfi(x)dn(y)
o     Jo

/>2i /» 2t
á/í(y)  J      | #„(v)(x - y) | d¿i(x).

o J 0

Now, using the lemma proved above, and putting H(x) =E" cos kx/k", we

have

/. 2» /» 2t
| Hm(x - y) | ¿m(x) úAi\     H(x- y)dn(x) + B,

0 •'0

.di and B being positive constants. By a well known theorem, the Fourier

series of ir~lfjH(x — y)dix(x) is E"(a» cos wy+)8n sin ny)/na, which by our

assumption is the Fourier series of a bounded function. Hence, for almost

ally,
1   r2"

—        Six- y)dßix) < M,
ir J o

M being a constant. Thus, for almost all y,

Hm(x-y)\dß(x) =AiMir + B.fJ a

But the left-hand side here is continuous in y. Hence this inequality holds for

all y, which proves the boundedness of the integral I, and hence our theorem.

The proof for the case « = 1 follows exactly the same line, but is simpler,

since we do not need to use the lemma. We observe only that the coefficients of

H(x) =E" cos kx/k are 0(l/k), and since H(x)> —1/2, Hn(x) is uniformly

bounded below, so that it suffices to prove that

/.

ÜT m

Hm(x — y)djx(x) = ttE (<*» cos »y + ßn sin My)/«
o i

is bounded. But this is a partial sum of the Fourier series of a function as-

sumed to be bounded, and with coefficients 0(1/«). Hence the result follows.

3. Theorems on equi-summability and equi-convergence of certain series

and integrals.
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Theorem III. Let ao/2+£"(an cos nx+bn sin mx) be the Fourier series of a

continuous function f(x) of period 2ir, and belonging to lip a, where 0<«<1.

Then the difference

-T(a + 1) cos-■ I      -dt
r 2 Ji_ tx+"

OO

—   £ (an sin rax — bn cos nx)n"rn
i

tends to zero uniformly in x, as r—»1 —0.

/// belongs to Lip «, the above difference is bounded, uniformly in x.

The reader will notice the analogy between this theorem and the classical

theorem on the equi-summability of the conjugate series of a Fourier series

and of the corresponding integral (see T.S. p. 54).

We need the following two lemmas: the first one is an obvious adaptation

of the well known theorem of S. Bernstein on the order of approximation by

Fejér's polynomials; the second one is due to Hardy and Littlewood. Both

proofs being very short, we give them here for the sake of completeness.

Lemma. 1. If g(x) is of period 2w and belongs to Lip « (0<a<l),

g(x)~«o/2+£«n cos nx+ßn sin mx, and g(r, x) denotes the corresponding har-

monic function g(r, x) =a0/2+£(«n cos nx+ßn sin rax)rn, then g(r, x)—g(x)

= 0(1 —r)a as r—»1 — 0, uniformly in x.

Proof. Denote, as usual, by £r(i) Poisson's kernel (1— r2)/2(l— 2rcos2+r2).

Since PT(t) < 1/(1 -r) and Pr(t) <(1 -r)/Ar sin21/2, we have

t | g(r, x) - g(x) | = I f * [g(x + t)+ g(x -t)- 2g(x)]Pr(t)dt
\J o

á- f    T0(P)dt + (1 - r) (    0(t*~2)dt
1 — r J o J l-r

= 0(1 - r)°.

Obviously, if g(x) belongs to lip «, then g(r, x) —g(x) =o(l — r)a.

Lemma 2. Let g(x) and g(r, x) have the same meaning as in Lemma 1. Then

dg(r,x)/dx = 0(l-r)*-1.

Proof. We have

dg(r, x) 1   C * r
-^r-1-h(x + t)- g(x - t)]p; (t)dt

OX IT J 0

where Pi (t) denotes the derivative of Poisson's kernel with respect to t. We

have £,' (t) = -(1 -r2)r sin t/(i -2r cos t+r2)2 and thus
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Pr'(«|<
It

Hence

og(r, x)

dx

(1 - r)»
P!(D\ <

2(1 - r)t

(4r sin2 t/2)2

g- f     0(tl+')dt + (1- r) (    0(ta-*)dt = 0(1 - r)*~\
(l-r)*J0 J l-r

Here again, if g(x) belongs to lip «, then dg(r, x)/dx=o(l —r)a_1.

We can now prove our theorem. Let

and

g(t)  = f(x + t)  — f(x — t) <~ —  E 2 sm «'fan Sin MX — 5n COS Mx]

g(r, t) = — E 2 sin «i[«n sin »x — ¿„ cos nx]rn.

For, given x and r (r<l), the series

S(f> t) „ ^- sin w/ r      • >. T
= — 22_, - Lffn sin nx — bn cos MXjr"

tl+a tl+a

is uniformly convergent in t for i> e>0. Hence we can integrate term by term

in the interval (e, F). Observing that

I/.e sin »/

¿l+a
■dt < Cm1-", IX

00  sin nt

(l+a
dt <

C

C depending on a only, we deduce immediately that

g(r, I)

Now

C g(r, t) « . /•
I      -dt = — 2 >>   (ffn sin »x — o„ cos »x)rn I

Jo        t1+a 1 Jo tl+a
dt.

/'w sin nt                CK   sin x             n" f0  cos x
•-dt=n"\      ■-dx = — I      -dx

o      t1+a                 J o      x1+a               a J o        Xa

n"ir

Hence

»" Ta
= — sin-T(l - a) = -

a 2 2 cos (ira/2)r(o; + 1)

1 ira
-cos-■ r

it 2
(«+ 1)  f

J 0

g(r, t)

t1+-

and to prove our theorem it is sufficient to show that

dt = E (an sin «x — b„ cos nx)narn

git)D=r^iidt-rg-^
Jo        t1+a Jl-rt1+a

dt
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is o(l) if g£lip «, and 0(1) if g£Lip «, as r—»1 —0, uniformly in x. Suppose

g G Lip « (the proof is identical in the other case). Write

i(r, t) - git)  „   ,    C 1_r S(r, t) .t
■ dt.p=rê{r't)-^dt+f

J i_r <»+■ J o fl+a

By Lemma 1, we have, uniformly in x and /,

I g(r, t) - g(t) | = 0(1 - r)-

and thus the first integral is 0(1). For the second integral we note that, since

i(r, 0) =0, we have
/dg(r, t)\

faQ-t(-2¿¿) (0<e<t)
\    at    / ts

and thus, by Lemma 2, \g(r, t)\ =t0(l —r)a~x so that the second integral is

°[(1-'>-/.'" 9 = 0(1)-
This completes the proof of the theorem.

The following theorem is analogous to Theorem III and can be proved by

an almost identical argument.

Theorem IV. The function f having the same meaning as in Theorem III,

the difference

1       •       '«TV L.   «    f "  ^*+ ¿)  +/(* -  '}   "  2f(X)   J,
-sin-Y(a + 1)  I      -dt

w 2 Ji_r tx+«

60

—   £ (a„ cos rax + b„ sin nx)rnna
i

tends to zero uniformly in x as r—»1 —0 t//£lip a, and is uniformly bounded

t//£Lip a.

We write,/(r, x) being the harmonic function corresponding to/(x),

Git) = /(* + t) + fix -t)- 2/(x),

Gir, t) = fir, x + t) + fir, x - t) - 2/(r, x)

= — 4 2_, sin2 [— j (a„ cos mx + i>„ sin nx)r",

t

J'00 sin2 (ra//2) /ra\° /•" sin2 x 1 / n\a f00 sin2x

o tx+a \2/   Jo      x1+" a\2/   Jo       Xa

and we observe that

ra"         ira nair
= — cos-r(l - a) =

2a 2 4 sin (ira/2)r(a + 1)
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As before, we have to prove that

r » G(r, t) - Gif) J4      r l-' Gir, t)
A =   I      -dt +  I        -■ dt

Jl-r tl+° Jo t1+a

is bounded uniformly, if G(ELip «. This is done again by observing that

\Gir,t)-Git)\ =0(l-r)«,

and that
/dG(r, t) \

Gir, t) = t[ )     = «3(1 - r)«-1 (0 < 0 < t).
\     dt     / i_e

Theorems III and IV concern Poisson's summability. If we assume more

about the function /, we obtain corresponding theorems on equi-convergence

of series and integrals.

Theorem V. Let /(x)=ao/2+Ei°(ön cos nx+bn sin wx) be a continuous

periodic function belonging to lip« (0<a<l), of bounded variation, and of

monotonie type. Then the difference

1 ira   r M  fix + f) - fix - t)
-r(a+l)cos---dt

x 2   Jim tl+°

n

—  E (a* sm kx — bk cos kx)ka
i

tends to zero uniformly in x as «—> °°.

i//£Lipa, the difference is uniformly bounded.

We base our proof on the following two lemmas whose proof appears else-

where (see Salem and Zygmund [7]).

Lemma 1. If the continuous function fix) of period 2ir belongs to Lip «

(0 <a < 1) and is of monotonie type, then

I SM - /(*) | = o(«-°),

sn(x) being the partial sum of order n of the Fourier series of f(x). If f'Glip a,

then sn—f=o(n~a).

Lemma 2. If sn(x) is the partial sum of order « of the Fourier series of f(x)

and if sn(x) —f(x) = 0(n~a), 0 <« < 1, uniformly in x, then the derivative s„' (x)

is 0(n1~a) uniformly in x. If sn—f = o(n~"), then sñ =o(nl~").

We can now prove our theorem. As in Theorem III, let

00

g(f) = /(* + t) — f(x — t) = — E 2 sin nt[an sin »x — b„ cos mx],
i
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and let
n

sn(t) = — £ 2 sin kt[ak sin kx — bk cos kx\.
i

We have, as in Theorem III,

Í          ira                     f* sn(t) Ji,
-cos-Y(a + 1)  I-dt = ¿_, (ak sin kx — bk cos kx)k"

x 2 Jo     tx+a i

and thus we have to prove tha,t

D„ri^Ldt-rm.dt
Jo     tx+" Jim tx+°

is 0(1) if/ELip «, and o(l) if /£lip «. The proof being the same in both

cases, we assume that/GLip «.

Write
Sn(t)   -  g(t)    „ C 1/n   '»(0

Jl/n í1+" Jo
dt.

fl+a

By Lemma 1, s„— g is 0(n~a) uniformly in x and t, and thus the first integral is

dt'°("-C¿)-om-
For the second integral, we note that sn(t) =sn(t) — sn(0) =ts¿ (6), 0<6<t, and

thus, by Lemma 2, sn(t) =0(tnx~a). Hence the second integral is

r Cx'n df]

T'-J. d=0<1)'
which completes the proof of the theorem.

Theorem IV has also its corresponding equi-convergence theorem, under

the same assumptions as stated in Theorem V.

Theorem VI. The function f(x) being of period 2tt, continuous, of bounded

variation, and of monotonie type, the difference

1 ira /•"
-sin-Y(a + 1) J

X 2 J l/n

fix + t)+ fix -t)- 2/(x)
-at

fl+a

n

—  2~2 (ak cos kx + bk sin kx)ka

tends to zero uniformly in x as n—»°° t//(Elip «, and is uniformly bounded if

/GLip«.

The argument is essentially the same as in Theorem V, and we need only

sketch it. Writing
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«o ¡¿t

G(t) = f(x + t) + f(x - t) - 2/(x) = - 4E sin2— (ak cos kx + bk sin kx),
i 2

A  .    kt
sn(t) = — 4j_, sin2— (aj cos kx + bk sin kx),

i, 2

we have, as in Theorem IV,

1 ira r°° s»(t) "
-sin-T(a + 1) I      -dt =  V. (ak cos kx + bk sin kx)k"

7T 2 Jo      t1+a' l

and thus it remains to prove that

snit) ,    r « g(o ,    r°° *»(*) - c(o ,    r1/n *-(o

Jo        i1+« ^l/„    ¿1+° Jl/n í1+a Jo1/n    ** ■ - ^ 1/n t1+a

is uniformly bounded if/GLip «. The proof, based on the two lemmas for-

mulated above, is the same as in Theorem V.

Corollary. Suppose that ¿/'~ao/2+E(a» cos «x+&„ sin wx) is the Fou-

rier-Stieltjes series of a nondecreasing function, such that the Fourier series

E"(an cos nx+bn sin «x)/«1-a represents a bounded function (0<«<1). Then

the partial sums of both series

™   an cos MX + bn sin mx "   a„ sin mx — bn cos mx
(s)    E-—-; (T)   E-—-

1 M1 " i «1_a

are uniformly bounded.

In fact, the" argument of Theorem I shows immediately that our hypothe-

sis implies the boundedness of both functions S and T and by the argument

of the Corollary of Theorem I we see that both functions

"   «n sin mx — bn cos »x              «o                   A   an cos nx + bn sin «x
}__ -= / - —- x    and    2-, -

1 M 2 i M

belong to Lip «. Hence, Theorems III and IV prove that the corresponding

integrals are uniformly bounded. Then, applying Theorems V and VI, we see

that both series S and T have their partial sums uniformly bounded.

In particular, by Theorem I, our corollary is true if df is a positive dis-

tribution concentrated over a set E of positive «-capacity, such that its po-

tential with respect to 1/r" is bounded.

4. Theorems on the existence of certain integrals of the Dini type.

Theorem VII. Let F(x) be continuous and nondecreasing in (0,2ir)

and belonging to Lip «(2) (0<«<1). Then the points x at which the integral

(2) As usual (see T.S. p. 8), we define F{x) everywhere by the condition F(x+2tt)— F(x)

*=F(2t)-F(0).
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fliiFix+t) — Fix — t))/tx+a)dt is infinite form a set of a-capacity zero.

The theorem holds for a = 0, the integral being in this case finite except in a

set of logarithmic capacity zero.

Suppose first that 0<«<1. Let d£~flo/2+£a„ cos mx+&„ sin mx. By

Theorem III applied to the periodic function £(x) — (a0/2)x, it is suffi-

cient to prove that the points x at which the function £a(r, x)

—¿l((an cos nx+bn sin nx)/nx-")rn is unbounded as r—*\— 0 form a set of

a-capacity zero. This is an immediate consequence of our Theorem I and of a

well known result in potential theory (see Frostman [2, pp. 81-82], de la Vallée

Poussin [3, p. 21 ]) but the direct proof is so simple that we may give it here.

Let £ be the set at which £„(r, x) is unbounded (hence at which limr_i£a(r, x)

= + °° ), and suppose that the «-capacity of £ is positive. Then by Theorem I

there exists a positive distribution á/i-~l/2x+£(«„ cos nx+ßn sin mx) con-

centrated on E, such that /x„(r, x) = £((«„ cos nx+ßn sin Mx)/ra1_a)rn is

bounded as r—>1. Henc ■ the integral fjpa(r, x)dF is bounded as r—>1. But

this integral is equal to fjFa(r, x)dp which tends to + » as r—»1 since the

distribution dp is concentrated on £ and Fa(r, x)—»+ » in £. Hence the con-

tradiction, which proves the,theorem.

For a = 0 the proof is identical, except that instead of our Theorem III

we use the classical result (see T.S. p. 54)

£(x + t) — F(x — t) "   an cos mx + bn sin rax
-dt - 2J -r" = o(l),

t in
r -> 1 - 0.

Of course, £(x) being nondecreasing, the existence of the integral

fl((F(x+t) — F(x — t))/tx+a)dt implies the existence of the integrals

/•'  F(x + t) - F(x)               r *  Fix) - F(x - t)
I      -dt, I      -dt,

Jo tx+« Jo tx+"

and so the existence of

£(x + t) + Fix - t) - 2£(x)

1fX J x-r

rJ 0 {X+a
dt

as an absolutely convergent integral, outside a set of a-capacity 0.

It is a curious fact that each of the integrals:

f M /(* + *)- /(* -t)j      ,.      r °° f(x + t) - fix - t)
(1) I      -dt = hm   I      -

Jo tx+" ^o J.

/.

/(* + t)+ fix -t)- 2/(x)

dt,

dt
o tx+"

(2) ^ frx + t) + fix - t) - 2fix)
= lim   I      -dt

«-o J . tx+a
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may exist at some points even if we omit the condition that/ is nondecreasing.

Theorem VIII. Suppose that f is of period 2ir and of the class lipa

(0 <« < 1). Then the integral (1) exists in a set of points which is of the power of

the continuum in every interval, though it may be of measure 0. A similar result

holds for the integral (2).

Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that the constant term

of the Fourier series of/ is 0, so that

oo

(3) f(x) ~ E (a" cos nx "T" °n sin mx).
n-l

We recall the following definition. A continuous function F(x) is said to

be smooth, if

Fix + h) + Fix - h) - 2F(x)
(4) lim--.- = 0

»->o h

for each x. If (4) holds uniformly in x, the function F will be called uniformly

smooth.

It is known (see Zygmund [7]) that, if the function (3) is of the class

lip«, 0<«<1, its (1—«) integral

/l_a(x) ~ E "|an COS      MX —   (1   —  a) —
(5) -a L 2J

+ bn sin   mx — (1 — a) —   > m"-1

is uniformly smooth. The same may be said of the function

(6)

/i_«(x) ~ E -j an sin    mx - (1 — et) —

— bn COS     MX —   (1   — a) -    > :

since the function conjugate to a uniformly smooth function retains this prop-

erty (loc. cit.).

It follows that the functions

00

g(x) "** E (an cos «x + b„ sin nx)na~l,

<7> "I1
|(x) r*j E (an sin mx — bn cos nx)n"~1

n=l

which are linear combinations of (5) and (6) are uniformly smooth.
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On the other hand it is also known (loc. cit.) that if £(x) is smooth (it

need not be uniformly smooth) it has a finite derivative in a set E = EF of

points which is of the power of the continuum in every interval. Let g(r, x) be

the Poisson integral of g(x). By the theorem of Fatou, Iimr_idg(r, x)/dx exists

at every point xG£„. In virtue of Theorem III, the integral (1) exists for

xG£¡7- Similarly, using Theorem IV, we prove that (2) exists for xG£¿-

In order to show that the set of points at which, for example, the integral

(1) converges may be of measure 0, let us consider the function

OO

(8) f(x) = 2Z án2-"" sin 2"x
n-l

where, temporarily, {ô„} is any sequence of numbers tending to 0. It is easy

to see that/(x)Glip « (see for example Zygmund [7]). Furthermore if e = 2~N

/M  /(* + t) - fix - t) " r x sin 2"t
—--dt = 2y>n2-"°cos2"x -dt

tx+a                               ,                          J         tx+a*                               t                                                    n-l                                          Jt            t

W N »

= E + E   = AN + BN,
n_l        n=JV+l

say. Obviously the terms of BN are 0(S„2-n°2Ar"), so that

BN = o(V«¿  2-»«) = o(l).
\        n~N+l /-N+

If n = N, then

t-1-" sin 2Hdt = C -  I r1-" sin tdt = C - 0(2(n-JV)<1-£">)
r" Jo

where C = /0 t~x~a sin tdt is a constant different from 0. Thus

N N N

AN = 2C2Z 5» cos 2"x + £ o(2e-JV><1-»'>) = 2C£ Sn cos 2"x + o(l).
n—1 n«l n—1

It follows that, if e = 2~N, the left-hand side of (9) differs by o(l) from the

sum 2C2~2i on cos 2"x. It is however well known that the latter sum is un-

bounded for almost every x if X)5„2= <x> (T.S. p. 120). Thus for the function

(8) the integral (1) diverges almost everywhere if only 5n—>0, £S„2= °o.

The same function/ will make integral (2) divergent almost everywhere.

Remarks, (i) The foregoing proof does not show whether (under the as-

sumptions of Theorem VIII) there is at least one point at which (1) and (2)

would exist simultaneously. The problem of the existence of such points re-

mains open.

(ii) The conclusions of Theorem VIII remain valid if we assume only that

fix+t) —fix) =oi\t\a) as t—»0, but not necessarily uniformly in x (so that/
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need not belong to lip «). For under the new assumption the function /i_a is

still smooth (though not uniformly smooth), as shown in Zygmund [l]. The

same argument also shows that /i_a is smooth. The rest of the argument is

unchanged.

Determination of the a-capacity of a symmetrical perfect set of the Cantor type.

The results which we indicate in this last paragraph are not essentially

new, but we think that the methods used to prove them present a certain

interest.

Let the points of a symmetrical perfect set P of the Cantor type con-

structed on (0, 2-w) be given by

x = 2x[«i(l - fc) + «£(1 - íi) + • • • + e*& • • • ¿*-i(l -h) + ■■■],

the £i (0<£i<l/2) being the successive ratios of dissection of the intervals

(in three parts proportional to £*, 1—2^, £*) and the e* being 0 or 1. Let

Fix) = 6i/2 + e2/22 + • • • + *k/2* + • • •

be the values of the classical Lebesgue function constructed on P, when x

belongs to P, F(x) being constant in each interval contiguous to P. F(x) is

continuous, monotonie nondecreasing.

It is easily seen (see, for example, Salem [9, p. 24]) that, w0(ô) being an

increasing function of ô>0 such that

coo(2xfi-.. fc) = 4-1/2*,

F(x) has a modulus of continuity not greater than coo(Ô).

We shall write

rk = 2x£i • • • f»_i(l - £t).

It is easily seen that the condition £*<l/2 implies rk>rk+i.

Let us now suppose that the «-capacity of P is positive. Then the «-Haus-

dorff measure of P is also positive. This result is well known (see Frostman

[2, p. 89]) but we can see it here as a consequence of our preceding theorems.

For, by the corollary of Theorem I, there exists a positive distribution p con-

centrated on P and such that ¿t(x)£Lip «; and from this follows easily that

the «-Hausdorff measure of P is positive. Hence we have

lim inf 2*(2irfi • • • £*)« = H > 0

as k—>oo and this, as we have said before, proves also that the modulus of

continuity w(ô) of our function F is 0(ùa). Hence F(x)£Lip a, if a-capacity

(P)>0.   '
Let now x£P and consider the integral f*((F(x+t) — F(x — t))/t1+a)dt (the

function being extended outside (0, 27r) as in Theorem VII). Suppose that

rk^t<rk-i and observe that, for a given x:
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If ek = 0,    then   Fix + t) - Fix - t) > Fix + t) - Fix)

à Fix + fk) - Fix) = 1/2*.

If « = 1,    then   £(x + t) - Fix - t) > Fix) - Fix - t)

= Fix) - Fix - ru) = 1/2*.

Hence in all cases

/. 'k-xFix + t) - Fix - t) 1   r r*-i   dt l  r 1 1    "1

r, tx+« 2*J„     7+r_a2*L^       r*a_iJ"

Hence, by application of Theorems I and III, if the «-capacity of £ is posi-

tive, the series £"_2[lA*" —lA*-ia](1/2*) converges, and it is seen immedi-

ately that this implies the convergence of the series ¿jl/2*r*?. Hence we have

proved that if the set £ is of positive «-capacity the series

.2. 1

i    2*fe • • • £»)-
is convergent.

Now we shall prove the converse, namely that the convergence of the last

series implies that the set £ is of positive a-capacity.

In fact, the convergence of the series implies first that

lim inf 2*(2xfi .••&)« H > 0,

so that the function £(x) belongs to Lip a. If co(5) denotes the modulus of

continuity of £(x), we have

o-* =     2~2     —w( — )=      22     ~~^w°( — )
l/ri-lSn<l/rt ra1    a \ra/ l/rfc_1án<l/ri ra1   a \M/

where «o(5) is the above described function such that wo(r¡t)=4/2*. Hence

<r*<¿— £        - = OÍ-Y
2* i/,4_lS-<i/r» nx~" \2*rf/

Hence 2~lffk < °°, that is, 22i°(l/ra1-a)w(l/M) < °° : this implies the convergence

of the integral f0io>it)/tx+a)dt, that is to say the uniform convergence of

fô((P(x+t)-Fix-t))/tx+a)dt; and since £GLip «, the Theorems III and I

prove that the set £ is of positive a-capacity.

Hence the necessary and sufficient condition for the symmetrical perfect

set £ of the Cantor type to be of positive «-capacity is the convergence of

the series Xi°2-*(£i ■ • • ft)~a (0<a<l). This result has already been ob-

tained, in the particular case £* = const., by Pólya and Szegö, in a quite differ-

ent way. See their paper on transfinite diameter (Pólya and Szegö [5]) and

the result of von Neumann quoted there.
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This proves our former assertion that the existence of a positive distribu-

tion p concentrated on a set E, and such that p(x) £Lip a, is not sufficient in

order that «-capacity (£)>0. For take a set P such that 2*(£i • • • £fc)a~l

as k—> oo. F(x) is a distribution concentrated on P, and F(x) £Lip a. But our

series is divergent, and thus the a-capacity of P is zero.

The same argument as above would prove (even in a simpler way since

here we need not investigate the modulus of continuity of F) that the neces-

sary and sufficient condition for P to be of positive logarithmic capacity is

the convergence of the series E"(l/2*) log (l/£*). This last result is obtain-

able by different methods (see R. Nevanlinna [4, p. 149]).

Finally, we observe that our argument gives also the a-capacity or

the logarithmic capacity of symmetrical perfect sets of order d (see

Salem [9, pp. 23-24]). Such a set is of a-positive capacity if and only if

Eî°(^~T"l)~*(£i ' ' ' ?i)~a < °°, and of positive logarithmic capacity if and only

if *¿2i(d+l)~k log (1/&) < oo. The proofs may be left to the reader.
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